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Municipal Service Review policy

107.01 Background
Pursuant to Government Code (GC) §56430(a)(and as amended), in order to prepare and to update
spheres of influence (SOI) in accordance with GC §56425, the Commission shall conduct a service
review of the municipal services provided by a local agency. A municipal service review (MSR) is a
comprehensive study prepared by LAFCo designed to inform local agencies, the publiccommunity,
and LAFCo about municipal services provided by local agencies within a designated geographic
area. LAFCo evaluates the municipal services provided by one or more local agencies, makes
determinations based upon this information and mayoften recommends actions to promote the
efficient provision of those services.
An MSR is required in order to prepare (that is, incorporating a new city or forming a new special
district) or update (meaning amending) an SOI. An MSR need not be prepared if no action to
prepare or update a SOI is proposed, though LAFCo may choose to prepare a MSR at its discretion.
Pursuant to GC §56430CKH, LAFCo must make the following written determinations regarding the
following areas:
1. Growth and population projections for the affected area.
2. The location and characteristics of any disadvantaged unincorporated communities within
or contiguous to the sphere of influence (see Policy 106, LAFCo DUC Policies).
3. Present and planned capacity of public facilities and adequacy of public services, including
infrastructure needs or deficiencies including needs or deficiencies related to sewers,
municipal and industrial water, and structural fire protection in any disadvantaged,
unincorporated communities within or contiguous to the sphere of influence.
4. Financial ability of agencies to provide services.
5. Status of, and opportunities for, shared facilities. Accountability for community service
needs, including governmental structure and operation efficiencies.
5.6.
Any other matter related to effective or efficient service delivery, as required by
commission policy.
An MSR concludes with adoption of the determinations by the Commission. While the
Commission is not required by law to make any changes to a SOI based upon MSRs, the
Commission may at its discretion opt to shrink or expand an SOI, or approve, deny, or approve
with conditions any change of organization or reorganization impacting the governmental agency
as a result of the information contained in the MSR. The Commission’s determinations may result
in recommendations to the subject local agency regarding the areas specified by the statute.
When recommendations are made, they will be conveyed to the local agency for response and/or
action.
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107.02 MSR goals
The goal of the Fresno LAFCo MSR program is to provide cities and special districts with an
assessment on their provision of services, make recommendations regarding areas of
improvement, and determine whether or not an agency is equipped to effectively provide services
within its existing or expanded SOI.
In order to achieve this goal, MSRs will:
1. Evaluate a local agency—including, but not limited to, services delivered by the agency or
other agencies, the agency’s compliance with its principal act, activities of its board of
directorslegislative body, the agency’s managerial practices, sufficiency of its annual
budget, presence of an agency’s long-range plan for services, opportunities for public
participation with district boardat its legislative body’s meetings, and the board’s agency’s
compliance with "sunshine" laws, such as the Brown Act—in order to present thoughtful
and accurate information in support of Commission determinations;
2. Provide recommendations to encourage effective and efficient municipal service delivery;
and
3. Build and maintain effective relationships between LAFCo and local agencies.
LAFCo actively encourages local agencies affected by these policies to include LAFCo at the
beginning of any city planning application that may result in an annexation or SOI amendment or
extension of services.
107.03

Discussion

107.031
Municipal Services and Local Agencies
The term “municipal services” relates to services provided by cities and many special districts to
relatively dense populations at comparatively high levels of service, including:
•
Public safety (police, fire, building inspection, etc.);
•
Local streets, roads, transit, and airports;
•
Public utilities including (usually solid waste collection and disposal, wastewater
collection and/or treatment, domestic water and electricity);
•
Land use authority including planning, code enforcement, and building code
enforcement;
•
Parks and recreation;
•
Public Facilities;
•
Public facilities;
•
Airports;
•
Public transit;
•
Improvement, maintenance, repair, and operation of streets and highways;
•
Road, Right-of-way maintenance;
•
Flood control; and
•
Water supply, drainage, storage, and conservation.
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“Municipal service” also encompasses a service or function provided to one local agency by a
contract with another local agency, as permitted by GC §54981.
There are In contrast, other types of services provided by local agencies that may not beare not
considered “municipal,” and do not in themselves facilitate or induce growth. However, LAFCo
deems it appropriate to include the local agencies that provide these services in the MSR program
as although theiry services relate to necessary services that were deemed necessary when the
local agency was formed and are provided within a specified geographic area under the authority
of the California Code. Further, performance of a MSR for a non-municipal service provider
permits the full expression of LAFCo goals with all local agencies under its jurisdiction. These
services do not in themselves facilitate or induce growth. These “non-municipal” special districts
typically do not frequently request or experience modifications to their district service boundaries
or update sphere of influences. Non-municipal special district services include, but are not limited
to:
Cemetery districts;
Conservation districts;
Drainage districts;
Flood Control districts;
Hospitals districts;
Irrigation districts;
Levee districts;
Memorial districts;
Mosquito abatement and pest control districts;
Reclamation; and
Resource conservation districts

107.032
SOI Planning Horizon
As described in Government Code §56076, a "Sphere of influence" means a plan for the probable
physical boundaries and service area of a local agency, as determined by the Commission.
Determining a local agency’s SOI is a significant role of the LAFCo. The Commission will determine
the probable physical boundaries of the agency using a 20-year planning horizon, meaning the
probable expansion of the agency’s service area within 20 years of the SOI approval. The
Commission will evaluate proposed SOI amendments in light of many of the local agency’s own
adopted plans and policies including, but not limited to, its general or master plan and related
CEQA documents, service plans, annual budgets, fee structure, and capital improvement plans.
107.033
Minor Amendments Repealed
Minor amendments to a SOI that are not substantial may at the Commission’s sole discretion be
approved without an MSR if they meet all of the following criteria:
The requested amendment is either less than 40 acres or less than 5 percent of the
total acreage of the area located within the subject agency’s existing SOI, whichever is
more, inclusive of incorporated territory;
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There are no objections from other agencies that are authorized to provide the
services the subject agency provides and whose SOI underlies or is adjacent to the subject
territory; and
The territory subject to the minor amendment and the LAFCo action on the SOI
amendment is within the scope of a previously-approved CEQA document, for which the
subject local agency is the lead agency under CEQA; or
The proposed minor amendment is solely intended to accommodate planned public
facilities or public services.
107.034
Environmental Determination
Local agencies that request a SOI amendment that is consistent with the agency’s associated with
general or master plan growth projections, are expected to be that will trigger a MSR will be the
lead agency as defined by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA,) (PRCGC §21067). The
lead agency has the principal responsibility for carrying out or approving a project which may have
a significant affect upon the environment. The lead agency will conduct all necessary
environmental determinations as appropriate under CEQA (i.e., notice of exemption, negative
declaration, environmental impact report). Under this circumstance, LAFCo will be considered athe
responsible agency as defined by CEQA guidelines (PRCGC §21069). This relationship should be
clearly identified in the lead agency’s CEQA documentation, as well as the requested actions
(annexations and/or detachments) anticipated by the lead agency in its environmental analysis.
In the event that LAFCO initiates athe MSR, it will be the lead agency and will prepare the
appropriate documentation pursuant to the CEQA. Early coordination between the applicant and
LAFCo is essential.
107.035
MSR Preparation
The Commission shall conduct a programmatic update of a local agency’s MSR before, or in
conjunction with, but no later than the time it is considering an action to establish or update an
SOI.
The Executive Officer will assess municipal and non-municipal local agencies’ SOI every five years,
or as necessary, by reviewing the current MSR, evaluating progress on recommendations, and
contacting the local agency city or special district to determine the following:
• the local agency’s its progress on the Commission’s earlier MSR recommendations,
• the adequacy of interest in updating its current SOISOI, and.
•
These agencies will be asked to verify whether the current SOI is consistent with its
general long-range plans.
• and if it is not, will coordinate the schedule to update the MSR and SOI.
If staff determines that an amendment to an SOI may be necessary, it may provide local agencies
with an MSR questionnaire for them to complete and may request additional information. Once
this information is received, staff will prepare a draft MSR. A local agency may also be provided
with a MSR template to complete and submit as an administrative draft document subject to
LAFCo staff’s review for documentation, completeness and thorough analysis.
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The adoption of a MSR is not subject to a statutory public hearing (GC §56430). However, to allow
for public participation that demonstrates a transparent decision-making process, the following
actions will take place:
• The draft MSR shall be posted on the Commission’s website forwith a minimum 21-day
public review period;
• Notice of the public review period will be posted at the offices of Fresno LAFCoLAFCo and
the, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors Office and posted on the Commission’s website;
• Notice will be mailed or e-mailed to the subject local agency to be posted in its jurisdiction.
107.04 MSR Policies
The following policies will assist LAFCo staff in preparing MSRs and complying with CKH. These
policies are based on circumstances unique to Fresno LAFCo and as such will ensure that municipal
services are evaluated in an orderly, logically, and efficient manner.
Policy 1: The SOI should reflect a 20 to 25 year planning horizon and may include additional areas
that may relate to the agency’s planning. This boundary shall be reviewed and either affirmed or,
if necessary, updated on average of every five years thereafter.
Policy 2: MSRs may be updated independently from an SOI modification, either to facilitate review
of an agency’s service deficiencies or in response to other LAFCo actions.
Policy 3: The Commission reserves the right to have an MSR prepared by a consultant under
contract withto the Commission and associated expenses may be borne by the requesting local
agency.
Policy 4: An SOI that is not changed may be affirmed by the Commission without an MSR.
Adopted: November 5, 2014
Revised: December 14, 2016, DATE
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